






 
Kentucky needs to do its fair share in combating climate change.  According to the 2022 report

Kentucky ranks last in solar/wind renewables. Yet some of our neighbor states, like Ohio, have less solar
potential but still generate 80 times the solar as Kentucky.   Kentucky needs to catch up with our
neighboring states.  

 
Our global future is being decided each day humans continue to burn fossil fuels for energy.  

“There is a rapidly closing window of opportunity to secure a livable and sustainable future for all (very
high confidence).” 

“Climate change impacts our economy, health, well-being, security, and quality of life. According
to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the cost of climate and weather
disasters in the United States last year totaled more than $165 billion—the third most costly year
on record.” 
March 2023 White House
Kentucky, like many others are increasingly impacted by the growing intensity and frequency of

what are often, unseasonable storms.  The tornadoes in December 2021 costs $100’s of millions, as did
the flooding last July in Eastern Kentucky.  Here is what was written about Wayland, Kentucky floods.

“Wayland is an old coal camp that sits along Route 7 in South Floyd County, Kentucky. Though flooding
has impacted Wayland for decades, recent increases in frequency and devastation have left the town
wondering how they can keep moving forward. About a year and a half before last July’s historic flooding,
they had faced three 100-year floods within one month.”  Mountain Association

 

Unless those in Frankfort acknowledge the reality of climate change and put people before profit
and power, will we begin to improve the chances for future generations to have a quality of life
that we all would want for our families and friends.

 
Adapted from a form letter by Roger Ohlman - because I believe that Climate Change is real and
dangerous, and that fossil fuel usage increases the rate of Climate Change.
Pamela A Middleton




